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First  First  Dups
9800 (Epson)  
Letter  Tabloid

Laser (Xerox)
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Purpose of work:

Billing category:
☐ Clinical: QA/QI Lab Other
☐ Teaching: Path 100 Graduate (BBS) PA Prog
☐ Research: Grant Name:
☐ Poster (mtg/location):
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Scans
☐ Slide Scan
☐ Flatbed Scan
☐ Microscope Slide
☐ Image correction
Format:  jpg  tiff  pdf

Return to client:
☐ CD  Email  FTP transfer  Flashdrive

Posters
☐ Dig. Poster size = $ ___________
☐ Set-up + Proof
☐ Mailing Tube $2.00
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Images per page: Total of each image:
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